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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO TEE STUDY 
:: 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Education in a democracy must provide equal learning 
opportunities for all children. This means that the needs 
of the gifted child, and of the retarded child must be 
provided for, regardless of his intellectual level, along 
with the needs of the average child. It means there must 
be an adjustment of instructional materials to fit 
individual differences so that each child may have the 
opportunity to grow in knowledge, in accordance with his 
own capacity. This is challenge enough for any teacher. 
For the one whose teaching is concerned with the develop-
ment of the mentally retarded child, there is no alter-
native. 
The purpose of this stuq is to adapt the instructional 
materials of the Social Studies Textbook used in the 
Junior High School in which the writer teaches, to the 
:Boston Univereity 
School of Education 
Library 
reading abilities and comprehension of a group of mentally 
retarded children of Junior High School e~e. 
To do this, the textbook vocabulary has been checked 
with the Durrell-Snllivanl Remedial-Reading Vocabulary for 
Primary Grades. In addition to controlling the vocabulary, 
the sentence structure of the text has been simplified 
wherever possible. A workbook of exercises has been 
constructed from the content material of Unit NUmber One 
of the text, to assist the pupil in organizing what he is 
reading, and thus increase his ability to comprehend, 
remember and perhaps even to enjoy. 
JUSTIFICATION FOR TBE CHOICE OF PROBLEM 
Specialists in both reading and social studies agree 
that a child must be able to organize what he reads, if 
he is to get meaning from it. 
The skills of organization do not come automatically 
1Donald D. Durrell and Helen B. Sullivan, Remedial-
Reading Vocabulary for Primary Grades. In Durrell's 
Improving B§ading Instruction. Yonkers, New York: World 
Book Company, 1956, pp. 335-366. 
2 
with learning to read. They must be taught systematically 
and they must be practiced often. Beery2 guggests that 
the teacher herself, should make exercises in which children 
group words and ideas according to meaning, find words of 
like and opposite meaning, match words and definitions, 
cross out the word that does not belong and choose the 
best word to complete the sentence. 
The writer has done just this for her small group of 
mentally retarded pupils, hoping that it will be of help to 
them, as well as to any others who might care to use them. 
2Althea Beery, "Development of Reading Vocabulary and 
Word Recognition•. Rea4ing in~ Elementary Sch9ol. 
Forty-Eighth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Education, Part II, Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1949, pp. 176-177 
CHAPTER II 
BEVIEW OF RESEARCH 
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CHAPTER II 
lll!lVIEII' OF lll!lSEARCR 
There has been a tremendous amount of material 
written on the subject of the child of low intelligence, 
and his capacity for learning. These children, however 
are classified under many different headines, such as 
degree of intelligence, cause, clinical type, etc., 
making a confusion of concepts and terminology. 
Xirk and Johnson3, for educational purposes, have 
classified these children into three groups: namely, 
(1) the feeble--minded or mentally deficient, (2) the 
mentally handicapped, and (3) the slow learner, Since 
only the last two groups are considered educable, they 
are the only ones with which this study is concerned, 
~ne mentally handicapped have an intelligent ~uotient 
which runs from 50-79, the slow learner, from 80-89. 
3Samuel A. Xirk and G. Orville Johnson, Educating the 
Retarded Child, Boston: BOughton Mifflin Company, 1951, 
p. 7. 
Iir0 gives the approximate grade at which a mentally 
retarded child may be expected to read: 
Reading Grades Expected for Various Mental Age Levels 
.!!.A.. Reading Grade to E:mect 
6-6 1st. grade 
7-6 2nd. grade 
8-6 )rd. grade 
9-6 4th. grade 
10-6 5th. grade 
11-6 6th. grade 
12-6 7th. grade 
1)-6 8th. grade 
There is however, a big difference between the 
normal child beginning to read at the age of six, and 
the mentally retarded child, whose mental age may be six 
but whose chronological age is perhaps nine or ten. 
Iirk5 puts it this wey: 
Mentally retarded children differ from normal 
children in learning to read in that the;r (a) 
4samu.el A. Kirk, Teaching Reading .12 Slow-Learning Children, 
:Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940, p. 151. 
5 Xirk, .!Jl.g. p. )8. 
5 
cannot be expected to begin learning to read at 
the life age of six, (b) learn to read at a slower 
rate, (c) become discouraged because of continual 
failure, and (d) usually have poor environmental 
and experiential backgrounds, reflected in 
language usage. 
Ingra.m6 speaking of the learning ability of the 
mentally retarded child says: 
The child's limited ability to apply in one 
situation experiences learned in another, to 
anticipate consequences, and to criticize his 
own conduct, indicates that he must learn through 
concrete experiences, that numerous specific 
instances for apulying an idea or principle must 
be provided in directing him towards generalization, 
and that desirable concepts, habits and attitudes 
must be developed carefully. Children generally 
acquire incidentally, much information and many 
habits, that must be taught specifically to this 
group. As satisfactory development and adjust-
ment of the mentally retarded are so largely 
dependent upon planned procedures, the child 
should be carefUlly guided in learning situations 
that will develop specific knowledge, skills, 
attitudes, and habits that will function in life 
situations. 
Bond and Tinker? believe that: 
Normal progress in acquiring the basic reading 
skills is essential for effective reading in the 
content areas. This involves development from 
6Christine P. Ingram, Education of the Slow-Learning Child. 
New York: The Ronald Press, 1953, p. 34. 
7Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties 
Their Diagnosis ~ Correction, New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc,, 1957, p. 350. 
6 
grade to grade of the abilities necessary for 
adequately recognizing words, and adequate vocabu-
lary, skill in reading by thought units, and 
finally both basic and special comprehension abil-
ities as they occur in the developmental reading 
program. 
Again, speaking particularly of Social Studies they8 
emphasize that "a relatively large number of severe reading 
problems are encountered in the social studies". Among 
the problems they list are special vocabulary, complex 
concepts, selection, evaluation, organization and read-
ability. 
Yoakum9 adds that "it is a known fact that reading 
instruction in the reading period alone, cannot deal with 
all the specific problems which arise in a content field 
such as the social studies". 
~ond and Tinker, ~., p. 355. 
9Gerald A. Yoakum, "Essential Relationships Between Reading 
and the Subject Fields or Areas of the Curriculum". 
Journal of Ed,ucational Research, V. )8, February 1945. 
7 
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The Committee10 on "Reading and Listening Skills" 
reports: 
Difficulity in reading Social Studies books can 
be decreased by the gradual and thorough use of 
new terms during pre-reading activities and by the 
use of many of the same procedures and techniques 
used in the basal reading program. 
The most obvious problem in textbook instruction, 
says Chasell 
is that of vocabulary, both in word meaning and 
word recognition. Even if it were possible, it 
would be undesirable to eliminate all new words 
from Social Studies textbooks. Growth in any 
subject is accompanied by growth in vocabulary; 
the relationship is so close that most standard 
tests measure achievement largely through 
vocabulary knowledge. The enrichment of word 
meaning is an essential part of social studies 
instruction, a responsibility which must be 
accepted and met in every~ teaching. 
10
committee on "Reading and Listening Skills", Twenty-
fourth Yearbook of~ National Council~~ Social 
Studies. Manasha, Wisconsin: George Banta Publishing 
Company, 1953, p. 113. 
11w. Linwood Chase, "Individual Differences in Classroom 
Learning". Social Studies in !a! Elementary School. Fifty-
sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of 
Edncation, Part II, Chicago! University of Chicago Press, 
1957. p. 176. 
8 
In A Curriculum Guide for Special Class Teachers, 
published by the Department of Education of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts12 the outline for Social Studies 
for the Junior High group puts much emphasis on the 
development and practice of citizenship, beginning with 
the pUpils immediate situation and continuing on to a 
knowledge and understanding of other peoples and their 
-problems. 
13 . Martens believes that: 
beyond the immediate community there are the 
State, the Nation and the World. Because a 
child is mentally retarded is no reason why 
he should be deprived of the socializing 
infiuences of learning a few things about the 
geography of his COUiltry and of the world. He 
12 
A Curriculum Guide for Special Class Teachers, Hassachusetts 
Department ~ Education, Division ~ Special Education, 
Boston, 1957, pp. 48-57. 
13 Elise Martens "Curriculum Adjustments for the Mentally 
Retarded". Bulletin 1950, NUmber 2, W-ashington: United 
States Government Printing Office, 1953. 
9 
should learn something, too, of the life of other 
people, and of other times; of the history of his 
own people, centered on the service of a few truly 
great men and women of the past. The interests 
of the older pupils could center on the most 
obvious current social and economic issues. 
14 We believe that Michaelis gives the best reason for 
including Social Studies in the curriculum of the mentally 
retarded child: 
The Social Studies make rich contributions to the 
growth and development of children because the 
central function of the social studies is identical 
with the central purpose of Education - the 
development of democratic citizenship. 
14 John V. Michaelis, Social Studies 12!: Children .!a.! 
nemocracY. New York: Prentice-Ball, Inc., 1950, p. 2. 
10 
RELATED STUDIES 
The writer has been greatly assisted in the preparation 
of this study by the wealth of unpublished material contained 
in the many related theses and service papers of previous 
years. Each one has contributed in some small ~ to the 
understanding of the problem of this study, and to the 
solution of it. The names of the authors whose studies 
have been particularly helpful are included in the bib-
liography. 
CONCLUSION 
In summing up the views of the various authors 
examined, there seems to be general agreement on the 
following points: 
l. Reading is a most important tool of learning 
in the Social Studies. 
2. The ability to organize what has been read is 
of first importance in the Social Studies. 
). The best way to acquire this ability is through 
specific exercises emphasizing the meaningful 
11 
:: 
relationship of words, phrases, and sentences. 
4. All young readers can profit by the use of 
such exercises but for the mentally retarded 
child, because of his particular learning 
characteristics it is the only~ for him to 
comprehend the special vocabulary 8Jld complex 
concepts of the Social Studies. 
12 
CHAPTER III 
ORGANIZATION OF WORKBOOK 
CRAP!l'EII. III 
ORGANIZATION OF WORKBOOK 
This workbook is in two parts, Part I consists of 
an adaption of Unit I of the Social Studies Textbook 
"Your Country and the Worldn,l5 Unit I is composed of: 
INTRODUCTION -- MAN IN AN EVER-CHANGING WORLD 
1, Our Changing Country 
In order to adapt the text to the reading abilities 
of a retarded group of Junior High School age the 
vocabulary has been checked with the Durrell-Sull1vanl6 
Remedial-Reading Vocabulary for Primary Grades. The 
sentence structure has been simplified wherever possible. 
Part II consists of a workbook of exercises based 
on the social studies material of the adapted text, 
These exercises include classification of words and 
l5Robert M. Glendinning, Ernest W. Tiegs, and Fay Adruns, 
Igm: Country .!!:nQ, the World, :Boston: Ginn and Company, 1954 
16Durrell-Sullivan, loc, cit. 
• 
phrases, alphabetizing, matching definitions, sequence, 
recognition, and finding the main thought of the 
paragraph. 
These exercises are not arranged in the order of 
difficulty. They follow, for the most part, the text 
where it needs additional explanation for reading com-
prehension. 
It is hoped that these exercises with the simplified 
text will give the classroom teacher specific help in 
teaching Social Studies to retarded pupils in the JUnior 
High age group. 
14 
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CHAP!I!U IV 
PART I 
An Adaptation Of 
YOUR COUNTRY AND THI WORLD 
YOUR COUNTRY AND TBE WORLD 
Introduction - Man in en Ever-Changing World 
DmiODUCTION 
MAN IN AN ElEB.-CBUGING WORLD 
~e most interesting thing about our world is that it 
is alwa;rs changing. In Mexico, a volcano ma;y breslc out when 
no one is e~ecting it to and cover fields and homes with 
burning lava. In Japan, earthqaakes shake cities and open 
great cracks in the surface of the earth. In Canada great 
fields of ice, called glaciers, move ver,r slowly down the 
mountains and wear aWBJ the land as they go. Big rivers 
bring down soil as they flow along to the sea, !l!b.ie soil 
builds up at the mouth of the river making a new farmland 
called a delta. In certain places along the coast, the 
land slowly" drops and the sea comes in making wide bQ¥s and 
deep fiords, out in the sea itself, hundreds of little sea 
animals live and die, and their bones pile up to make small 
islands. On land, mountains and hills wear down, and the 
surface of the earth pushes ~ to make new ones, Even the 
little raindrops, thouS&Ilds of them together, wear aWBJ the 
rocks little by little, or cause great floods which wash 
16 
away homes, roads and bridges. 
Not only does the earth change, but people who live on 
it change their ways of liTing. They move from one place to 
another. The vehicles which move them and their families, 
change. The clothes they wear and the food they eat changes 
too. Countries change also, sometimes slowly, sometimes very 
fast. It is often hard to believe that this world of ours is 
getting better ae it gets older. !ut it is true that for 
every person who once wanted to help the world grow better, 
there are to~ many, ma.ny thousands who are really trying 
to make this world a better place in which to live. 
AT FIRST THlll WOBLD SDMBD SMALL; TBEN IT SEEMED TO GROW 
The part of the world that early man knew was small. 
As we look back: now, the world seems to have changed in size 
for the people living in it. Of course the world has not 
really changed in size altho~ it seemed to do so to men 
living at different times and in different places. In the 
very early ~s, one group of people did not know there was 
any other group of people in the world. There were no books, 
17 
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newspapers, steamships, airplanes or radios to help them know 
each other. Each group lived by itself. Most people were 
certain the earth was flat and that they would fall off the 
side if they went close to it. To us that is a very tunny 
idea because we know better. :But we must remember that a 
thousand years from now, other men~ be laughing at what 
they call our tunny ideas about the moon. 
E2plorers and traders helped us to know more about our 
world, Even in the early days, there were brave men who 
wanted to explore the sea around them, We already" know many 
things about these early people. !!'hey were the Phoenicians 
and lived along the east coast of the Mediterranean Sea. 
~ey were traders and took their ships through the Strait 
of Gibraltar and out into the great Atlantic Ocean. ~BY 
went as far east as lngland, looking for tin, They brought 
the tin back home, mixed it with copper, and made bronze 
jewelry and swords. Much later than the Phoenicians, men 
from No~ called Vikings, sailed the stormy waters of the 
North Atlantic until they reached places we now know as 
Iceland, Greenland, Labrador, and even the low sandy shores 
,, 
!: 
ii 
ij 
" 
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of Cape Cod which is now a part of our own country. Later 
on, another traveller, Marco Polo, went from the southern 
part of lllu.rope across the mountains of Asia to a strSJ~ge land 
of spices and silks called Cathq. To~ we know that Catllq 
is the country we know as China. Dnring Marco Polo's time, 
there was Dllleh trading between lllu.rope and parts of Asia and 
· Africa until about the ;rear 1450. '!hen the Turks would not i• 
let an;r one cross the land to get to the eastern part of 
Asia, so trading stopped. About two hundred years after 
Marco Polo's trip, Columbus and his men sailed three small 
Ships from Spain to the islands we now know as the West Indies. 
There Columbus found men who dressed in few clothes and played 
with strange balls that bounced. These balls were made of 
rubber, but Columbus and his men had never seen rubber. It 
did not grow in the Old World. Since Columbus, hundreds of 
other men have explored the sea and the continents. One of 
them named Magellan was the captain of the first ship to sail 
around the world, Another man was the first man to fly an 
airplane over both the North Pole and the South Pole. He was 
Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd and his home was in :Boston until 
he died in 1958. The work of these men helped all of us to 
"' 
li 
know what the world is reall;r like. 
Finding new lands brought man;r changes to our world. 
l!Tew and strange products such as rubber, tea, bananas, 
oranges, tapioca, and mahogan;y began to move from one place 
, to another. 
,, 
!: As trade grew, the small seaport towns of the Old World 
grew also, and large seaport cities became even larger • 
. 1 Harbors were bus;r with the coming and going of ships. Towns 
and cities grew Up along the overland trade route and grew 
larger as new products were brought to them. People began 
to trade more and more with each other. Traders had to 
learn to speak the language of other traders. 
Men came first from lllngland and then from France, to 
Canada, to bey furs from the Indians, who hunted and 
trapped the animals in the great northern forests. Tne 
Indians were given bright colored beads, blankets, powder 
and muskets in exchange for the fura. Traders from Spain 
came to North America and South America to look for gold, 
Tne;r found it in some parts of Mexico and in the high 
mountains of Peru and Bolivia. Tne;r took the gold baek to 
,, Spain with them in shiey gold bars, 
!! 
" '! 
·~ 
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Great riches are found in many parts of the earth and 
men have always fought over them each one trying to get as 
much as possible for himself or for his country. There were 
many wars, and many people were made to work as slaves for 
stronger men and more powerful countries. The Aztec Indians 
of Mexico were conquered by the Spaniards and made to work in 
the mines to produce gold and silver for their masters. The 
same thing happened to the Inca nations in Bolivia and Peru. 
In Africa many Negro people were sold as though they were 
animals. In the land that was to become the United States 
and Canada, white men killed the Indians and took away their 
lands. Nearly everywhere weaker tribes and weaker nations, 
were either killed, or sold as slaves to become parts of 
great nations. 
But although the fight for riches and power still goes 
on, ma~v people of the earth are at last trying to live to-
gether without fighting, and without taking from others the 
things that are theirs. 
,, 
,, 
IN SOM!il WAYS IT IS NOW Ollllll WOI!LD 
Can a modern nation live by itselfT There are people 
who SS¥ that each country should live within itself and have 
nothing to do with other countries. They think there would 
then be no arguments or wars. ~t this is not easy to do. 
Think what would happen if we, the people of the United 
States decided to have nothing to do with any other country 
in the world, We could not buy anything then from any other 
i: country. We would have no coffee from Brazil, no sugar from 
Cuba, no nickel or asbestos from Canada, We would have no 
rubber or tin from the Far East, no chocolate or cocoa from 
Africa and South America, we cannot produce most of these 
things ourselves, or at least not enough of them. We would 
,, just have to get along without them, 
We could not traTel to London, Paris or even to our 
neighbor, Canada, We could not send our students or scientists 
to study the ideas of other lands. We could not sell our 
products to other countries, Detroit would not sell as many 
automobiles, Pittsburgh as much steel, ~exas as much petro-
leum and the Southern states would not be able to sell as 
21 
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much cotton as they do now. Trade brings nations much closer 
together, and has brought new ~s of living everywhere. 
The Machine Age began in England, spread to other parts 
of Europe and to the United States. People began to move from 
the farms to the new mannfacturing centers. Cities grew 
I' and made new wqs of living for themselves. New wqs of 
!· 
travel and communication were developed. Men learned to 
think in new ~s. !bey began to think of ships that moved 
without sails, and carriages that moved without horses and 
even of ships that flew in the air. They learned to look 
at the whole world because it was being brought to their 
own baclcy"ard. 
Modern machines have made our world look very small. 
Just think how the speed of travel has increased. Fast ships 
now cross the Atlantic Ocean in less than five days. It took 
Columbus about seventy days. Now stream-lined trains cross 
the United States in about three days. It often took the 
prairie schooner six or seven months. Airplanes can now 
travel from San Francisco to Australia in about forty hours 
but it still takes almost three weeks b7 fast ship. Words 
I 
travel around the world b~ wire, b~ cable and by radio waves 
faster than you can write those words. All these inventions 
make nations seem like neighbors, even if they are thousands 
of miles apart. We have begun to learn that it is a small 
world after all. 
Some ~ man ~ explore other worlds of which we know 
very little now. Then our own world will seem very small 
again. The distance around the earth is 25,000 miles but 
the distance to the moon is 240,000 miles. The distance to 
,; the sun is 9J,OOO,OOO miles. Up to now, these ideas of 
i 
finding another world have been oDl~ dreams, but when 
.Alemnder Graham :Bell talked about making a telephone, his 
ideas were called dreams too. It is difficult to tell what 
dreams are impossible, and what ones mq reall~ come trc.e. 
What is our job in this changing worldf It is to learn 
all we can about what our country was, and about what it has 
become. We must also learn just how we and our country fit 
into this modern world. We are citizens of the United States. 
We are also, in~ wa~s, citir;ens of the world and we must 
try to be informed citizens. We must try to understand our 
23 
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part in the world and keep from getting confUsed in this 
ever-changing world around us. 
;; 
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YOUR COUNTRY AND THE WORLD 
Our Changing Country-
The United States is young. Few people in the old world 
even guessed there was such a land as America. When Columbus 
and his sailors reached the islands we now call the West 
Indies, they thought they had found the Indies near Asia. 
Later on they found that a whole new world and a great 
western ocean was between the Indies of the West and the 
Indies of the East. 
When the countries of Eu.rope learned that there 
really was a new, rich world across the ocean, they hurried 
to explore it and claim it for their own. Spain, Portugal, 
France, the Netherlands and Jlngland all sent people to the 
New World to become settlers, It took many years of war 
before the English-speaking people were able to free them-
selves from the countries of Europe, and from Jlngland. 
Then they became Americans, and in 1789 a new nation was 
born called the United States. George washington became 
2.5 
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its first president. 
At first we were a very small, weak nation. we had onl:r 
four million people. Most of them lived on a narrow strip 
of land between the Appalachian Mountains and the Atlantic 
Ocean. We did almost no manufacturing and had very 11 ttle 
trade with other countries. We took almost no part in world 
affairs. 
Yet less than one hundred and fifty years later we 
were one of the Big !nree nations in world affairs. We 
invented many things. we traveled across a wilderness that 
was three thousand miles wide. Ye crossed rivers and climbed 
mountains to keep our land together, from the Atlantic Ocean 
on the East to the Pacific Ocean on the West, Even when we 
' ; fought our own long war between the States, we still re-
mained united. In two world wars we showed we were willing 
to fight to keep our freedom. And we have become the great-
est farming and manufacturing nation of the earth. 
How have we been able to do so much in such a short 
timet Is it because we are so big, and so rich in natural 
- ··--_--::-.-c-.- h -------
resources! Is it because our location is eo fortunate? 
Or is it because of our ~ of life which tries to give 
freedom and opportuni t:r to ever:r oneT Think about these 
questions as you read more about our countr:r. The 
answers will help you understand better what living in 
these United States means to all of us. 
TBE UNI~D STATES IS IN TBE RIGHT PLACE IN MAn WAYS 
Our location is ver:r fortunate. OUr land is neither 
too hot nor too cold. It is not like Antarctica which 
is covered with a great sheet of ice all :rear round. We 
do have ver:r cold winters in the northern part of our 
countr:r, such as Maine, Michigan, Wisconsin and North 
Dakota. Also out west, in our high Bock;y Mountains and 
the Sierra Nevada. :Bu.t we have just as many places where 
the winters are mild, in the South and the Southwest. 
OUr high temperatures do not star for dare and dare, and 
our heav:r rainfall is soon over in most places. Think 
what it would be like if a heat wave lasted all :rear 
round, and it rained ever:r ~ in the year as it does in 
27 
some places along the equator. 
Our land is not a desert. In most places we have 
plenty of water. We do have desert regions, such as the 
Mojave Desert in Southern California and some of our 
Western plains are too dry. But most of our land has 
enough rain or snow to aupply water for man, plants and 
animals. 
Most of our country is neither too high nor too low. 
Several parts of our country are very mountainous. :But 
our country iB not all mountains like Switzerland. 
Ollr country is not a low country like the Nethel'-
lands where much of the land is lower than the sea. The 
people must build dikes to keep the sea from flooding the 
fields. We do have low parts of our country, such as the 
SW!lJIIPS and lagoons of the Mississippi delta. But most of 
the land of the united States is high enough to be well-
drained and we do not have to build dikes. 
The United States is about one-third of the continent 
of North America. We share North America with two friendly 
28 
nations. On the south, our neighbor is the Spanish-
spea.k:ing country of Mexico. On the north, our neighbor 
is Canada. There, most of the people speak: English 
although ma.ny of them speak: J'rench. 
The area of Canada is larger than that of our forty-
eight states. But now with .Alaska and Hawaii added we are 
about the same area as Canada. The Soviet Union is about 
three times as large as we are, and China is a little larger 
than we are. But most of the countries in Europe are very 
much smaller than we are. 
If you will look at a globe, you will see that North 
America is like a big illland. It is almost entirely sur-
rounded by water. fo the west and southwest, is the 
Pacific Ocean which covers nearly one-third of the whole 
earth, fo the east and southeast, is the warm Gulf of 
Mexico, the Caribbean Sea with many islands, and the 
great Atlantic Ocean. fa the North, is the Arctic Ocean, 
with ita large floating icefields. There are many ice-
bergs between North America and Greenland. On the West, 
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betwe,en Alaska and the continent of Asia, iB the Bering Sea, 
Looking across the great oceans from North America, 
you w:Lll see the edges of other land areas, To the south-
east, they are in South America, on the continent of South 
America, On the east and northeast, across the Atlantic 
Ocean, you will see the edges of Europe. To the north-
west, you will see the edge of the largest continent in 
the world, Asia, You will see where the tip of Asia almost 
touchlls our own Alaska. This tip, and the rest of northern 
Asia 'belongs to the Soviet Union. The ancestors of the 
American Indian actually crossed the gap between Asia and 
North America, Perhaps the two continents were joined 
together at that time, and the early Indians crossed from 
Asia i.nto the New World on a narrow bridge of land. From 
then c,n, he spread out all over North and South America, 
The United States is nearer to Eo.rope than it is to 
Asia, SUch countries as Australia, China and India are so 
far a'lj~ you cannot see them unless you spin the globe 
around, But you 11111st remeober that even if these countries 
are fs.r a~ in miles, fast ships and planes now make them 
ver,v close to us, 
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Tmil AIBPWE IS CHANGmG OUR RELATIONSHIP TO TKIIl BEST 
OF Tllll WORLD 
The maps we study are flat maps and show only one 
count17, or a part of o~e country, at a time. To sse the 
earth as it really is, a globe is needed. The airplane 
pilot looks at the world in that way. He can actually see 
the rc)unded surface of the globe. 
Air routos are shorter than sea routes or land routes. 
The Atlantic Ocean from New York to Liverpool, England, is 
the mCist important water route in the world. It is almost 
3500 miles long. Thousands of people travel it every year. 
Freighters, carrying such products as cotton and automobiles 
to England and parts of llhlrope, come back filled with goods 
and clothing Europe is selling to us. 
During the stormy winter weather, the ships follow a 
routs that goes close to Newfoundland where you can see the 
Grand Banks or fishing grounds. But in summer the ship Is 
route lies a little farther south and takes a little 
longe:~. This is because of dangerous icebergs, Greenland 
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ill a 1recy large island covered with a thick mass of ice and 
snow. As this ice and snow slowly melt and move down to 
the s•l8 in the summer, great blocks of ice break off. 
They float out to the Labrador Current which carries them 
south into the North Atlantic Ocean. These mountainous 
piece11 of ice are as dangerous as solid rock if the ship 
hits them. This is why ships keep farther south in ice-
berg season. 
Airplanes do not have to worry about icebergs, rocks 
or srulllow water. The shortest route is through the air, 
straight over the curve of the earth, from New York to 
Liverpool. 
If an airplane pilot flew us over this route, we would 
sse the rocky coast of Maine, the Bay of J\mdy, the Gulf 
of St. Lawrence, some of the Maritime Provinces of Canada, 
the rocky hills of Newfoundland and then a long stretch 
of open water as we flew over the broad North Atlantic 
Ocean. 
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Just after we left the coast of Newfoundland, we might 
see tiny white specks down on the surface of the sea, These 
tiny specks would be icebergs, J'u.et before we reached 
Liverpool, we would see the green hills and fields of 
Ireland, Our journey would take about fifteen hours b;y 
air, If we had gone b;y boat, even a fast boat, it would 
have taken us four or five days, 
England and the United States are nearer together in 
time, today, than they have ever been, Today we do not 
sa;y that we are thirty-five hundred miles awey from England, 
but just twelve to fifteen hours awey, We are getting used 
to thinking of air routes, and traveling over them faster 
than birds can fl;y. 
Suppose you lived in Chicago and had business to do 
in Moscow, the capital city of the Soviet Union, If ;you 
had to use sea and land routes, it would take you almost 
two weeks, with many changes of trains from city to city in 
Eu.rope. :But if you went by plane, it would take you only 
about twenty-four hours, This time, from Chicago, we would 
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go right across Canada, part of Greenland, part of Iceland, 
part of Norway and Sweden and Finland. we would not have to 
go anywhere near New York. 
This air route to Moscow is about five thousand miles 
long. We would have to make several landings for fuel and 
for checking the plane. Our first stop would be in New-
foundland and next we woUld probably stop at ReykJavik, on 
the island of Iceland, This is a modern city and the 
capital of Iceland. Here we woUld learn that the Ice-
landers have had a government with a Congress very much 
like our own for over a thousand years. Our next stop 
might be in Helsinki, the capital city of Finland, So 
you see that Chicago is only a few hours away from Moscow, 
even if it is five thousand miles by the shortest route. 
South America is really not south of North America 
but southeast of it. Most of South America is south of the 
equator, and part of it is closer to Africa than the 
United States is to Europe. 
Airplanes have brought us very close to other coun-
tries in Eu.rope, Asia and Africa. To~ we can move people, 
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mail and heavy machinery very fast from one place to another. 
It still costs less to send our heavy goods by railroad, 
truck and ship than it does by plane. But it is mnch slower. 
We must not forget that since we are so close to Western 
Europe by air, we mnst learn how to get along with all 
nations and work hard to keep peace in the world. 
It takes more than siBe however, to make a great 
nation. If a nation is a large one it needs people --
millions of them. When the thirteen colonies became the 
thirteen new states, there were about four million people 
in them. By 1860, there were about thirty-one million 
people. Then many :people began to come to the United 
States because there seemed to be room and freedom here 
for all. By 1900, there were seventy-six million :people 
here. At our last census, we had grown to one hundred and 
sixty-three million and still growing. 
This is surely a large number of people. Yet China 
has four hundred and seventy-five million people, or three 
times as many as we have. India has a population of about 
three hundred and sixty million or about twice ours. 
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Although our population is smaller than several countries, 
it is larger than most of the nations of the world, Japan, 
Germany, Great Britain, Brazil, Denmark, Argentina and 
Canada all have smaller populations than that of the United 
States, 
FORESTS Am> GRASSLANDS GIVE WAY TO THE AX AND PLOW 
Ou.r people had to learn to live a:ad make a living in 
a new land, They found a wilderness in which a few Indian 
tribes were still living, This wilderness contained large 
lakes, broad rivers, almost endless forests, grassy plains, 
hot, dry deserts and high mountains, There were lumber 
and fish, good soils, juicy grasses for pasture and coal 
and iron ore, All these helped these hard-working people 
to build the .America we know todq. !l'he land changed 
from cabins to skyscrapers, from forests to farmlands; 
from small blacksmith shops to great factories; and from 
a few small boats to a large navy and a merchant fleet. 
The settlers cleared the forests, By working from 
daylight to dark, they cut down trees, built houses and 
barns and cleared the land in order to plant crops. The 
logs they cut made lumber, wagons to travel in, fuel to 
cook with and heat in the fireplace on cold winter ~s 
and nights. 
Some of the settlers began to move farther west. 
They traveled in covered wagons pulled by oxen. Some 
traveled up the valley of the HUdson River and reached 
Lake Erie. Others traveling with Daniel Boone, crossed 
the Appalachian Mountains into the countr,r of Kentucky. 
Some followed the Potomac River valley between Maryland 
and Virginia and reached the upper part of the Ohio 
River. 
Since most of the roads were only rough trails, the 
pioneers used rivers and lakes wherever they could for 
highways. They built rafts and flatboats right on the 
river banks, and piled them high with their household 
furniture and even loaded on the farm animals. Then they 
pushed the boats into the water and floated down the big 
river. Some of them stopped off along the way and began 
to farm in the rich soil of the river plain. The people 
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back home on the eastern coast soon began to hear about 
bus;r new trading-centers which bad grown up along the 
river. 
Jarther north on the eastern shore of Lake Erie, 
sailing ships were built and later steam ships which 
carried people into places we now know as northern Ohio 
and southern Michigan. Soon the ships were pushing south 
on Lake Michigan to Fort Dearborn which vas the beginning 
of the big cit;r of Chicago. 
In 1860, about one-half of all the people in the 
United States still lived along or near the Atlantic 
Ocean. But the rest bad found new homes west of the 
.Appalachian Mountains. Tb.e;r bad settled all the way to 
the Far Western plains of our country. A few bad even 
crossed the Western Mountains and deserts to the shores 
of the Pacific Ocean. Nnch of the land in Ohio, Illinois 
and Indiana bad been planted in great cornfields. In the 
south, cotton plantations were ever;rwhere. The forests 
were going and the farms were going. The land of the 
Indians was becoming the land of the United States. 
The pioneers began to settle the great grassy plains. 
These plains stretched from the Mississippi River to the 
foot of the Rocky Mountains, and north and south, from 
Canada to Me:rlco. The eastern part of these plains had 
enough rain and snow to grow the tall prairie grass which 
could be seen everywhere. Dark, rich soil was under-
neath this prairie grass. The western part of these 
plains was very dry - almost a desert. The grasses 
here were shorter and grew in bunches. But the soil was 
good and there was plenty of room. However water was 
scarce in these "bunch-grass lands" and many farmers did 
not stay very long. Yet in the prairie lands where there 
was plenty of water thousands of farms began to cover the 
rolling plains. 
As the pioneers moved farther west, they met many 
difficulties. In the dry plains, crops were often lost 
because there was too little water. In the grasslands 
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there was very little wood for building. When the~ reached 
the Rockies the,- knew it was very dangerous to try to 
climb them because the,- were rough and high and had 
violent summer storms and howling blizzards in winter. 
However, brave men did get across these high 
mountains and explored parts of the J'ar West. Between 
1804 and 1806, two men, Lewis and Clark traveled up the 
Missouri River and struggled across the high mountain 
passes of the Bockies into land we now know as the state 
of Montana and the state of Idaho. Neither storms nor 
Indians stopped them. They final!,- reached the Columbia 
River and followed its winding course through the Cascade 
Mountains to the Pacific Ocean. Dll.ring the winter of 1805 -
1806, the,- lived not far from the place where the big cit,-
of Portland, Oregon is now standing. About fort,- ,-ears 
later, other Americans e~lored parts of what we now know 
as Nevada, Utah and California. 
Then gold was discovered in California. The East 
went gold-eraey. Men left their families and work and 
started out for the fara~ California gold fields. 
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Because it was the ;rear 1849, the people who went to the 
gold fields were called "the fort;r-niners". HUndreds 
died on the way-, in the high mountains or on the hot 
deserts. Some went the long wa;r b;r boat, around the south-
ern tip of South America. Many- of these were lost at sea 
in storms in the Strait of Magellan, or around Cape Horn. 
Some went b;r ship to Panama but since there was no Panama 
Canal at that time, the;r had to cross the steaming jungles 
and high mountains of the Istbmu.s of Panama, to reach the 
Pacific Ocean. !l'here a ship would take them to San 
Francisco, California. Many of them died of jungle fever 
and starvation long before the;r ever saw the Pacific. 
Man;r did live through the long hard journey-, reached 
California, found gold and became rich. 
The gold ru.sh brought death and hardship to man;r 
but it also helped to bring man;r people to the Far West. 
They- learned when and where it was safe to cross the high 
mountains. The;r learned where the water holes of the dr;r 
country- were. The;r discovered good routes for the stage-
coaches, and for the railroads later on. !l'he;r believed 
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that the West was a good place to live and we know now, 
that they were right because some of our busiest and most 
beautiful cities, such as San Francisco, California and 
Seattle, washington are there to~. 
~is is the way our pioneer people moved from the 
.Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean, across plains, 
through forests and deserts, and con~ered the wilderness 
as they went. 
NEW LINES AND WAYS OJ' TlU. VEL HELPED US TO GROW 
Travel routes soon began to cross our new land in all 
directions. The settlers began to come in after the 
explorers showed them that men could get there safel~ and 
live there with their families. The settlers planted corn 
and cotton, made rich farms out of plains and grasslands, 
and learned to irrigate the ~ deserts to change them into 
good farms where crops would grow. The settlers learned 
also to use the ~ Western Plains to raise grain, and to 
feed great herds of cattle. .After the settlers had come, 
they needed roads, railroads, boat routes and canals, to 
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carry them, their animals, their farm products and tools 
from one place to another. 
In the early days, the settlers made everything they 
used. They ground their own wheat and corn to make wheat, 
and corn flours. The women spun and wove wool from their 
own sheep to make cloth. Each farmer was his own black-
smith. Re made iron shoes for the horses, and his own 
hammer and nails to build with. :But soon the farmer found 
that his farm kept him too busy to make everything that hs 
needed. Re stopped making some of his own things, and 
instead, tried to sell the farm products he did not need 
for his own family, to people who wanted them in the towns 
and cities. Then he bought from the people in the towns 
and cities, the tools and other things which he no longer 
had time to make on his busy farm. l!Tow people began to 
see that they needed a better ~ to get their products 
to market. When Americans need something, they usually 
get it, not by just wishing for it, but by working for it, 
So they built ships to carry their products on the rivers 
and lakes. Some of these boats, especiall~ on the 
Mississippi River became famous. A paddle wheel in the 
stern of the boat pushed it along in the muddy river. 
Bach boat had a pilot. One of these pilots was named 
Mark Twain. Later on, he wrote two fine bo7's books, 
named Tom Saw;rer, and R\lckleberey Finn. In these books, 
Mark Twain told the stoey of the river, and of the bo7s 
who played on the river bank and made rafts and sailed 
them down the river. 
Sometimes the settlers had to get from one waterwa7 
to another one which would carey them closer to where 
they wanted to go. So they dug a canal connecting the 
two waterw!cy's. One of these canals is still used in New 
York State. It is called the Brie Canal. It connects the 
Rndson River with Lake Erie, one of the Great Lakes. It 
has never been big enough for large boats, so canal barges 
were used. Often in the earl~ ~s, the barge men lived 
in the clean, brightl~ painted cabins at one end of the 
barge. The7 knew maey of the people who came out to watch 
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the barge go slowly by. If the barge was going eastward, 
it was probably carcying bags of wheat and corn from Ohio 
and Illinois, and the other parts of the Central Plains. 
If the barge was going westward, it was probably carrying 
tea, tools, kegs of nails, wagon wheels and plows. 
Gradually many wagon roads were built to help people 
travel and sell their products more easily. One well-
known road began near W-ashington, D. C., at a place called 
Cumberland, Maryland. The road was called the Cumberland 
Road. It crossed the Appalachian Mountains to the Ohio 
River. By 18)0, this road reached almost to the 
Mississippi River. By 1900, most of the eastern part of 
the United States had good wagon roads. Twenty years 
later there were several major highways across the desert 
and over the Rock;y Mountains to California. 
It was the automobile which made more roads, and 
better ones, in the United States. Automobiles can not 
travel fast on uneven, rough, muddy roads. In 1900, 
there were only a few hundred automobiles in the whole 
country; in 1920, there were several million: by 1940, 
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There were over thirty-two million; in 1950, there were 
more than forty-five million and the number gets bigger 
each year. Fine passenger cars and large trucks now carry 
both people and goods swiftly across the land from the 
Atlantic Coast to the Pacific Coast. Instead of narrow, 
dusty wagon roads, there are wide, smooth highways. Today 
we expect to find them wherever we want to go. But 
Grandfather could tell a very different story of his early 
days in a car J 
The Iron Horse is the name the Indians gave the 
first big locomotive they ever saw. It was a big strong 
Whorse" of metal. It ate coal, puffed steam and went 
very fast. Like a wagon, it ran on a road but its road 
was made of iron rails. The Iron Horse crossed the 
continent before the automobile did. 
For about twenty years, 1840 - 1860, our fore-
fathers built many railroads, in many places. After the 
war between the States (1861 - 1865) the building of 
railroads increased very much. The year 1869 was a very 
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important and exciting year in the story of railroad 
building. Two great railroads, the Union Pacific Railroad 
and the Central Pacific ~ilroad met, and joined together, 
to make the first railroad in the world, which crossed a 
whole continent. !he place was Ogden, in the state of 
Utah, where they met. 
WE BECOMl!l A GBJ:AT MANUJ'AC!rURING NATION 
All the work that the settlers had to do, needed tools 
and machines. Tools and machines need materials and power. 
Ot1r land was rich in both. !here wall plenty of lumber. 
!here was good, rich soil for crops and pasturage. And 
there was enough coal and iron ore. So we built factories 
to make the tools and machines we needed. 
While we were trying to build a new nation in the 
wilderness, England had already learned how to make 
machines, and was building many large factories. In a 
short time, this idea spread to France and Germany and 
then finally to the northeastern part of the United States. 
Today, this northeastern part of the United States is like 
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one big factory even though it still has many fine farm 
lands. 
Most of the machines were built of steel and iron. 
So we needed iron ore, and we needed coal to heat the water 
to make the steam, to run the engines. We used the streams 
wherever we could, for water power to turn the machines. 
The iron ore was found near Lake Superior. In 18ll·4, 
some surveyors were working in the upper Peninsula of 
Michigan. Suddenly they noticed that their magnetic 
compasses were acting very queerly. Instead of pointing 
north, the compasses would point first in one direction, 
then in another. The reason for this was the iron in the 
rock around them. The area they had been working in, was 
ons of the richest iron-ore regions of the earth. Iron-
ore deposits have been found since then, in many of our 
states. Wisconsin and Minnesota have large deposits, while 
smaller ones have been found in New York, Massachusetts, 
and Pennsylvania. Soon the mines were dug and miners 
came from the East Coast, and even from England, Ireland 
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and Sweden to work in them. When they had mined the 
reddish-brown ore, it was loaded onto ore boats and moved 
east across the Great Lakes to the big cities of Cleveland, 
Buffalo and other lake ports. J'rom there it went inland 
by rail, to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. !here it was 
smelted in :fUrnaces to separate the iron from the ore. 
!!!he iron was then used in making steel. The United 
States soon became one of the great iron and steel pro-
ducers of the world. 
In this country there is plenty of coal needed to 
smelt iron, and run machines. !housands of Americans 
work in our coal-mines. Pennsylvania has more coal than 
any other state. West Virginia comes next in coal-mining. 
After the coal is mined, much of it, like the iron-ore, is 
sent to steel cities such as Cleveland and Pittsburgh. It 
is then used to heat the furnaces Which turn iron into steel, 
At the beginning of the Machine Age, as it is called, 
our cities grew slowly. New York City was our busiest 
port. It received from Europe most of the manufactured 
things we needed to bU7. New York also sent to Europe, 
the products of our farms, forests and fisheries. Then 
we began to make things for ourselves. Shoes and boots 
were made in Boston; books were printed in New York, flour 
mills which ground the wheat to make our bread, were 
built in Buffalo, Pittsburgh began to produce steel and 
iron for axes, plows, hammers, horseshoes, locomotives 
and rails. Detroit and Chicago were busy factory cities. 
As the cities grew larger and larger, farms were sold to 
make room for more factories, People began to move from 
the farms to the factory cities to be near their work. 
Soon there were more people working in the factories than 
there were working on the farms. In 1920, about one-
half of our people lived in towns and cities, instead of 
on farms. Tod~, about two-thirds of our people live in 
towns and cities, while only one-third are living on 
farms. We are not only a rich farming country, but also 
a leading manufacturing nation. Our port cities now 
trade with countries all over the world, and New York City 
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is one of the most important ports in the world. 
In a very short time, this country has done great 
things. From being a weak nation with only a few million 
people, we have become a world power, with a population 
of about one-hundred seventy million. From a land of 
home workshops, we have become a nation of large factor-
iss. Jrom a few clearings on the edge of the forest, our 
farm lands now cover great areas. Our trade is worl~ 
wide and our interests are world-vide. 
Ollr country ha.s seen many interesting changes. 
Indian trails became wagon roads and wagon roads were 
made into broad highways. Fast trains, automobiles and 
airplanes have replaced the slow-moving ox-cart and covered 
wagons. Instead of candles, we use electric lights. 
Telephone wires carry messages that men on horseback, and 
stage coach drivers, used to carry. And radio needs no 
wires at all. 
We have made progress in another way too. We have 
built a land of freedom and opportunity for all, based on 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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law and justice. We have schools for all. This proves 
to the people of smaller countries that we are not 
interested only in money. These are the things which 
will help to keep America strong. It is not enough to 
be big and rich. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PART II 
WORKBOOK OF EX&RCISES 
FINDiliTG THE ~ THOUGHT ~ ~ 
J:XIilRCISE 1 
The main thought or idea of a paragraph is what all the 
sentences are talking about. It is the important thing in the 
paragraph. Reread the first paragraph of your text. Which of 
the sentences below gives the main thought of the paragraph! 
Draw a line under it. 
1. Big rivers bring down soil as the;y flow along to 
the sea. 
2. In Japan earthquakes shake cities and open great 
cracks in the surface of the earth. 
3. The most interesting thing about our world is 
that it is al~s changing. 
EXERCI SJ: 2 
You can build your own dictionary by arranging the 
following list of words in alphabetical order. Be sure to 
look at both the first and second letter of each word. 
IQcablllu.a ta~ Hglll: gu., AJnhabetiaal List 
Wgrld Qbepgaa 
1. Mexico 
2. earthquake 
3. Japan 
4. volcano 
5. lava 
6. C&Jlada 
?. glacier 
a. soil 
9. delta 
10. fiord 
11. island 
12. floods 
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MATCHING WOBDS WITH SIR MEANINGS 
EXERCISE 3 
At the left is a list of words, At the right is a list 
of word-meanings, Can you match each word to its correct 
meaning? Put the letter of the word-meaning beside the 
word in the word-list, 
Wgrd::V!MJ? 1pg 
lava (a) large field of ice moving slowly down 
the mountainside 
delta (b ) a break in the earth's surface from 
which hot rocks come out 
glacier (c) land made by a river depositing dirt 
at its mouth 
volcano (d) melted rock which flows from a hole in 
the earth's surface 
(e) a narrow inlet of the sea between high 
rocks 
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MU'CHING A DJlFINI TION 
EXERCISE 4 
A continent is one of the great divisions of land on 
the globe, Which of the following are continents? Mark more 
than one. 
Africa 
Mexico 
Australia 
South America 
Ec.rope 
North America 
Asia 
Canada 
Antarctica 
:: 
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WRDS OF OPPOSIT.Bl MIWUNG 
EXERCISlll 5 
underline the word or words Which seans the opposite of 
the first word in each groUp below. 
travel 
journey 
stq at hose 
move around 
change 
become different 
stq the 118111e 
alter 
develop 
shrink 
grow 
enlarge 
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MATCElliiG DUI!o"'TIONS 
EXERCISE 6 
A strait is a narrow waterw&¥ connecting two large 
bodies of water. The early Phoenicians sailed thr~ the 
strait .Q!, Gibraltar to get to lngland. Can you tell which 
two large bodies of water the Strait of &ibraltar connects? 
1. The Atlantic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean 
2. The Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean 
3. The Mediterranean Sea and the Pacific Ocean 
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CLASSimNG WORDS AlllD GROUPS OF WORDS 
EXERCISE 7 
The words below tell about explorers and traders, and 
What they were looking for on their travels, Fold your paper 
into two parts, Head one column !rplorers and Traders. 
Read the other column What They were Looking For. Write 
each word or phrase in the correct column, 
Phoenicians; silk and spices; Marco Polo; tin; Vikings; 
new lands in North America, 
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EXI!lRCISil 8 
Build your own dictionary by arranging the following list 
of words alphabetically, Be sure to look at both the first 
and second letter of each word. 
Igalnalaa fg~ How Du.z: Alnhabetic&J List 
wg;rld Cbuee• 
1. Phoenicians 
2. Mediterranean Sea 
3. Strait of Gibraltar 
4. continent 
s. Atlantic Ocean 
6. England 
7. copper 
8. bron~:e 
9. Vikings 
10, No~ 
CLASSIFICATION OF WORDS 
EXERCISE 9 
After Columbus discovered Jmerica, it was spoken of as 
the ley World in contrast to the Old World of lllu.rope. Fold 
your ~er into two parts. Name one part New Wprld. Name 
the other part Old World. Place the following wor~s under 
the correct headings. 
bananas; tea; tin; tapioca; mahoga.Icy"; silk; furs; gold; 
spices; rubber; coffee. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF WORDS 
EXERCISE 10 
The Machine A<r,e began when men learned to think in 
new ways of doing thiDgs by machines instead of by hand. 
In the following list, underline those words which belong 
to the Machine A<r,e. Mark more than one. 
sailing ship; steamship; carriage; automobile; airplane; 
prairie-schooner; stream-lined train. 
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RECOGNITION 
EXERCISE 11 
After Columbus discovered the Bew World, man7 
countries sent their people here to settle and claim 
land. From the following list mark the countries which 
did this. Mark more than one. 
1. Spain 
2. l!nssia 
). Portu.ga.l 
4. England 
s. China 
6. France 
RECOGNITION 
EXERCISE 12 
From the list below, mark those words or phrases 
which describe the United States when George washington 
became its first President in 1789. Mark more than one. 
1, a small nation 
2, a weak nation 
3. a manufacturing nation 
4. a nation that took no part in world affairs 
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BECOGNITION 
EXERCISE 1) 
Row much of the land area of the Continent of North 
America is covered by the United States, 
1. on&-ha.lf 
2. one-third 
). two-thirds 
4. three-fourths 
RECOGNITION 
EXERCISE 14 
The North American Continent is almost entirely 
surrounded by water. From the following list mark 
your choices. Mark more than one. 
1. Pacific Ocean 
2. Atlantic Ocean 
3. Antarctic Ocean 
4. Gulf of Mexico 
5. Indian Ocean 
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SEQl1ENCE 
EXERCISE 15 
List the following countries in the order of their 
size, beginning with the largest. 
1. United States 
2. Soviet Union 
3. China 
SE911ENCE 
EXZBOISE 16 
List the following countries in the order of their 
population, beginning with the largest. 
1. Soviet Union 
2, United States 
3. China 
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RECOGNITION 
EDRCISE 17 
The new land west of the Miseissippi was a 
wilderness but rich in natural resources. From the 
list below mark your choices. Mark more than one. 
1. fish 
2. oil 
), lumber 
4, iron ore and coal 
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CLASSIFICATION 
EXERCISE 18 
Jbld your paper into three columns. Call the first 
column Mggntafnt. Call the second column Iokfls. Call 
the third column Riyers. Then put each name in the 
following list, in the correct column. 
1. Appalachian 
2. Superior 
). Hll.dson 
4. Columbia 
5. Rocld.es 
6. Missouri 
7. Erie 
a. Cascade 
9. Mississippi 
10. Sierra Nevada 
11. Michigan 
12. Ohio 
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CLASSIFICATION OF STA1'ES 
EXBlRCISE 19 
Fold your pa;per into two columns. Call the first 
column Jl&st pf the Hfnsl.an,nni. Call the second column 
Yevt of the MiasisBippi. Then see how many of these 
states you can put in the correct column. You may use 
your ma;p. 
1. Pennaylvania 
2. Montana 
3. Massachuaetts 
4. Oregon 
5. Nevada 
6. West Virginia 
7. California 
8. New York 
9. Xentucky 
10. Utah 
11. Wisconain 
MATCHING CITIES .AND S~TES 
Ell!lRC ISlil 20 
Match each city with the state of the United States 
to which it belongs, by putting the same number that is 
at the left of the city, at the left of the correct state. 
.cJ..tx Stl.tA 
l. Detroit Pennsylvania 
2. san J'ra.ncisco New York 
). ChiCS€0 Oregon 
4. Cleveland Ohio 
5. :Boston Utah 
6. Seattle Massachusetts 
7. :Buffalo Illinois 
8. Portland California 
9. Pittsburg Michigan 
10. Ogden 
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MATCHING CITIES AND COUN'l'RIES 
EXERCISE 21 
Match these cities with the countries to which they 
belong, by putting the same number that is at the left 
of the city, at the left of the correct country. 
w.u Cgpntrv 
1. Moscow Finland 
2. Helsinki Iceland 
). ReykJavik Soviet Union 
4. London ]'ranee 
5. Paris 
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MATCHING DEFINITIONS 
EXERCISE 22 
A canal is a man-made waterway connecting two bodies 
of water. What two bodies of water does the Erie Canal 
connect! 
1. Lake Erie and the Hudson River 
2. Lake Erie and Lake Ontario 
). Lake Erie and Lake Huron 
4. Lake Erie and the Ohio River 
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l!ECOGNU'I Oli 
EXIIlRCISll 2:3 
One of the first wagon roads built b~ the earl~ 
settlers crossed over the ~palachian Mountains to the 
Ohio River. It was called: 
1. Appalachian Road 
2. Ohio lload 
:3. Cumberland Road 
4. Mississippi Road 
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RECOGNITIOli 
lllXBRCISE 24 
When gold was discovered in California, the people 
who went there to look for gold were called: 
1. gold diggers 
2. fortune hunters 
). fort~-niners 
4. gold miners 
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MATCHING DEJ'INITIO:NS 
EXERCISE 25 
An isthmus is a narrow strip of laud which connects 
two larger areas of laud. What two large areas of land 
does the Isthmus of Panama connect? 
1. North .America and South .America 
2. Central America and North .America 
3. Central .America and South .America 
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BEOOGl!TITIOl!T 
EXERCISE 26 
Row did the Gold Ru.eh help to open up the Far Westt 
Mark more than one. 
l. pioneers learned where to cross the mountains 
safely. 
2. pioneers found routes for stage coaches. 
J. pioneers learned how to gat rich on gold. 
4. pioneers showed others that the west was a good 
place to live. 
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RECOGNITION 
E:DRCISE 27 
What was needed to build machines, Mark more than 
1. alumiiiWil 
2. iron ore for iron and steel 
), coal to heat water for steam 
4, asbestos 
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BECOGE'ITION 
EXERCISE 28 
ll'rom where did the iron ore come! Mark more than 
1. the district around Lake Superior 
2. Northern Wisconsin 
J. Northeastern Minnesota 
4. New York State 
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BECOGNITIOl!T 
EXERCISE 29 
From what state does most of our coal come? 
1. West Virginia 
2. Massachusetts 
3. Connecticu.t 
4. Pennsylvania 
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:aECOGNITIOliT 
EDRCISE JO 
What did we begin to make in our own factories? 
1. leather shoes 
2. flour 
J. per:f'wne 
4. plows 
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REOOGNI!l'ION 
EXBROISE 31 
The Indian name for the first locomotive was, 
l, Steam Horse 
2. Iron Monster 
3. Snorting Horse 
4, Iron Horse 
Rl!lCOGNITIOIIT 
EXERCIS:Z 32 
The year 1869 was an exciting year for railroading 
in the United States. ~ive the reason. 
1, the Indians of the plains saw their first train. 
2. the first railroad tunnel was built. 
J, the first railroad bridge w.s built. 
4, the first train crossed the entire continent. 
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RECOGNITION 
EXERCISE 33 
The automobile brought more and better roads to 
.America because: 
1, people do not like to ride on rough roads. 
2, automobiles do not last as long on poor roads, 
3, automobiles get dirty on muddy roads, 
4, automobiles can not go fast on poor roads, 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
" 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The writer realizes that this study, from the very 
start, was limited in two ways: 
1. ny the small portion of the textbook which was 
adapted. 
2. ny the size of the group which used the adapted 
text and workbook. 
In the adaptation of the text, it is hoped that more 
of the units might be adapted for further use. 
As to the group which used the adapted text and exer-
cises, it consisted of seven boys and two girls ranging 
in age from twelve years and three months to sixteen 
years and two months. Their mental ages ranged from ten 
years and two months to twelve years and eight months. 
All, but the youngest one, in addition to mental retar~ 
ation, have severe reading disabilities. Their reading 
level ranges from Primer to ~rade 6. Two of them also 
have very limited vision. 
:: 
Since all but one could read third grade with some 
help, the primary grades vocabulary was selected in order 
to make the reading of the text as simple as possible 
and in that w~ concentrate on the comprehension of the 
material itself. 
A globe and maps were used with each lesson in 
addition to pictures and objects provided by both class 
and teacher. The results were encouraging because, for 
the first time, reading seemed to be an enjoyable process 
instead of a struggle with words. 
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